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Umbrella Academy: Hotel Oblivion #4 Dark
Horse Comics (Single Issues)
The Watchmen Companion collects for the
first time long-out-of-print, rarely seen
material based on the landmark comic book
series! The Watchmen Companion includes
the Watchmen: Watching the Watchmen and
Watchmen: Taking out the Trash game
modules, along with the Watchmen
Sourcebook, released in 1990 as part of the
DC Heroes role-playing game-sanctioned by
Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist
Dave Gibbons created especially for the game,
and expanding on the mythos of the
Watchmen series. This volume also collects
pages from Who's Who in The DC Universe
featuring the Watchmen and Minutemen
characters, The Question #17 (guest-starring

Rorschach!) and a page from the rare,
promotional DC Spotlight #1 from 1985 that
marked the very first appearance of the
Watchmen cast in print!
Suicide Squad Vol. 1: Kicked in the Teeth (The
New 52) Dark Horse Comics (Single Issues)
Welcome to the apocalyptic climax of the
award-winning, best-selling series _The
Umbrella Academy: Dallas_. The chaos into
which the members of the Umbrella Academy
have been thrown in an effort towhat else?save
the world becomes even more disordered! In
the conclusion to the series' second arc, one of
the team commits a bizarre murder, and the
brothers and sisters reach their boiling points.
Family tensions were high between the siblings
when they were a united force, but now they've
begun to turn on one another_ Winner of the
2008 Eisner Award for Best Limited Series and
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the 2008 Harvey Award for Best New Series for
_Apocalypse Suite_ (the first arc of _The
Umbrella Academy_), _Dallas_ continues the
excellent teaming of Gerard Way, multiple-
award-winning artist Gabriel B, and colorist
Dave Stewart.
The Umbrella Academy Volume 2:
Dallas Dark Horse Comics (Single
Issues)
The New York Times bestselling
comics series that was the
inspiration for The Umbrella
Academy on Netflix, now on Season
3! Catch up on the best selling
comic series with this Deluxe
Oversized Hardcover of the
complete second series, Dallas,
with the short story "Anywhere but
Here" and an expanded 36-page
sketchbook featuring work by

Gerard Way, Gabriel Bá, designer
Tony Ong, and Superman's pal Jim
Lee. The Umbrella Academy is
despondent following the near
apocalypse created by one of their
own and the death of their beloved
mentor Pogo. Trouble is—each of
them is distracted by their own
problems. The White Violin is
bedridden. Rumor has lost her
voice—the source of her power.
Spaceboy has eaten himself into a
near-catatonic state, while Number
Five dives into some shady dealings
at the dog track, and The Kraken
starts looking at his littlest
brother as the key to unraveling a
mysterious series of massacres . .
. all leading to a blood-drenched
face-off with maniacal assassins,
and a plot to kill JFK! Now a
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NETFLIX original series, now on
Season 3! Collects The Umbrella
Academy: Dallas issues 1-6

Umbrella Academy Volume 2: Dallas Dark
Horse Comics (Single Issues)
Creato da Gerard Way dei My Chemical
Romance, e disegnato da Gabriel B�,
Umbrella Academy � una serie di
miniserie incentrata attorno a sette
supereroi nati da un evento unico e
inspiegabile e in seguito adottati da Sir
Reginald Hargreeves, inventore e
miliardario, “per salvare il mondo”,
secondo lui. Dopo i traumatici eventi del
primo volume, la Academy � allo sbando,
ma un gruppo di autarchici regolatori del
flusso temporale, intenti a correggere la
storia interferendo con ci� che �
realmente accaduto, ha bisogno di Numero
5 per impedire l’assassinio di Kennedy. O
per assicurarsi che avvenga. Una delle

due. Un mal di testa da paradossi temporali
� in arrivo, siete pronti? Way rende
omaggio alle grandi saghe del passato pi�
illustre dei comics americani, con una
storia geniale, dolorosa e bellissima.
The Umbrella Academy Volume 3: Hotel Oblivion
Deluxe Edition DC Comics
The Suicide Squad returns with an action packed
tie-in to the Batman "Death of the Family" story!
As the Suicide Squad closes in on Basilisk leader
Regulus, Deadshot and Harley discover multiple
Basilisk sleeper agents within their ranks. Regulus
makes one final desparate gamble to save himself
by controlling Harley's mind, but Deadshot makes
the ultimate sacrifice for his teammate. Harley's lost
"love" the Joker casts a poisonous rain over
Deadshot's funeral, leaving only Harley conscious
to face the clown prince of crime. Angered and
unable to trust Harley because of her relationship
with Deadshot, the Joker tests Harley's loyalty, a
test which may cost both of them their lives.
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Collects Suicide Squad Issues #14-19
Dark Horse Comics
Hazel and Cha Cha—the bizarre assassins
who first appear in Umbrella Academy:
Dallas and blew audiences away in the
Netflix series—track down a rogue time
agent and cross paths with a plot to discredit
Christmas! The first Umbrella Academy
spinoff!
The Umbrella Academy Library Edition Volume 1:
Apocalypse Suite Dark Horse Comics (Single
Issues)
Check out the New York Times best selling comics
series before the new season of Umbrella Academy
debuts July 31st 2020 on Netflix! The team is
despondent following the near apocalypse created
by one of their own and the death of their beloved
mentor Pogo. So it's a great time for another
catastrophic event to rouse the team into action.
Trouble is—each member of the team is distracted

by some very real problems of their own. The White
Violin is bedridden due to an unfortunate blow to
the head. Rumor has lost her voice—the source of
her power. Spaceboy has eaten himself into a near-
catatonic state, while Number Five dives into some
shady dealings at the dog track and the Kraken
starts looking at his littlest brother as the key to
unraveling a mysterious series of massacres⋯all
leading to a blood-drenched face-off with maniacal
assassins, and a plot to kill JFK! ‧ Chosen as
BookExpo America's 2009 Hot Graphic Novel for
Libraries and Teens! ‧ The first volume of The
Umbrella Academy has sold over 45,000 copies! ‧
"It's the X-Men for cool people."—Grant Morrison
(All-Star Superman) ‧ 2009 Eisner Award
nominations (The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse
Suite): Gerard Way and Gabriel Bá: Best Graphic
Album Gabriel Bá: Best Cover Artist, Best
Penciller/Inker James Jean: Best Cover Artist Dave
Stewart: Best Coloring ‧ A New York Times
bestseller!
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The Umbrella Academy Volume 1:
Apocalypse Suite (Deluxe Edition) DC
Comics
The New York Times bestselling comics
series that was the inspiration for The
Umbrella Academy on Netflix, now on
Season 3! Catch up on the best selling
comic series with this Deluxe Oversized
Hardcover collection of the complete first
series, Apocalypse Suite, with the short
stories "Mon Dieu!" and "But the Past Ain't
Through with You," as well as an expanded
50-page sketchbook section featuring work
by Gerard Way, Gabriel Bá, James Jean,
and designer Tony Ong. In an inexplicable
worldwide event, forty-three extraordinary
children were spontaneously born by
women who'd previously shown no signs of

pregnancy. Millionaire inventor Reginald
Hargreeves adopted seven of the children;
when asked why, his only explanation was,
"To save the world." These seven children
form The Umbrella Academy, a
dysfunctional family of superheroes with
bizarre powers. Nearly a decade after their
first mission, the team disbands, but when
Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these
disgruntled siblings reunite just in time to
save the world once again. Now a
NETFLIX original series, now on Season 3!
The Flash: Rebirth The Umbrella Academy
Library Edition Volume 2: Dallas
Gerard Way & Gabriel Ba reunite! Faced with an
increasing number of lunatics with superpowers
eager to face off with his own wunderkind brood,
Sir Reginald Hargreeves developed the ultimate
solution. Now, just a few years after Hargreeves's
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death, his Umbrella Academy is scattered. Number
Five is a hired gun, Kraken is stalking big game,
Rumor is dealing with the wreckage of her
marriage, a rotund Spaceboy runs around the
streets of Tokyo, Vanya continues her physical
therapy after being shot in the head--and no one
wants to even mention Seance until issue #2. With a
Netflix series soon to debut, the award-winning and
best-selling superhero series returns, stranger than
ever. And their past is coming back to hunt them.
The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse Suite #1
DC
Check out the New York Times best selling
comics series before the new season of
Umbrella Academy debuts July 31st 2020 on
Netflix! With a new Netflix show and a third
comics series, the dysfunctional family of
superheroes returned with a vengeance in
2019. Now that acclaimed series, Hotel
Oblivion, gets the deluxe treatment, in a slip-

cased hardcover, with the complete 7-issue story,
plus a greatly expanded sketchbook section.
This deluxe edition also features a portfolio
inside the slip-case, with a psychedelic print by
Gabriel Ba, exclusive to this edition. Faced with
an increasing number of lunatics with
superpowers eager to fight his wunderkind
brood, Sir Reginald Hargreeves developed the
ultimate solution . . . But their past is coming
back to haunt them. Collects The Umbrella
Academy: Hotel Oblivion issues #1-#7.
The Umbrella Academy Dark Horse Comics
When Klaus channels the ghost of a renowned
actor at a Hollywood party, his retired
paramour realizes he might be exactly what she
needs to regain the limelight—and gives him a
taste of real magic. Meanwhile, the vampire-
chimp drug-lord takes a red-eye to Hollywood
to search for the Umbrella-brat who stole his
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stash . . . Seance gets his own miniseries!
Will Eisner: The Centennial Celebration
DC Comics
The legacy that Will Eisner (1917–2005)
had on sequential art cannot be
overstated—his innovative storytelling,
layouts, and art on his newspaper series The
Spirit inspired a generation of cartoonists,
and his turn toward an acclaimed run of
graphic novels beginning in 1978 with A
Contract with God helped pioneer the
form. This catalogue includes over 175
selected illustrations, reproduced from the
original artwork, from the landmark Will
Eisner Centennial Celebration exhibitions
taking place in 2017 at Le Musée de la
Bande Dessinée in Angoulême and the
Society of Illustrators in New York. Dual

English and French text with essays by Denis
Kitchen, Paul Gravett, and John Lind.
Celebrating the centennial of a master
storyteller! Over 175 Eisner illustrations,
reproduced from the originals! The official
catalogue to exhibitions at Le Musée de la
Bande Dessinée in Angoulême and The
Society of Illustrators in New York!
The Umbrella Academy Boxed Set Dark Horse
Comics
Go behind the scenes of The Umbrella
Academy, one of Netflix's most watched shows
now on Season 3! Dive into the development
and production of the first season of the Netflix
original series, The Umbrella Academy, with a
collection that features hundreds of behind-the-
scenes images and exclusive commentary from
the creative team. Discover how Netflix's live-
action adaption successfully translated Gerard
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Way and Gabriel Bá's original vision for their
comic to the small screen. Whether you're a
diehard alumni of the comics or a freshman to
the Netflix series, this fantastic tome is one that
will not want to miss this vividly designed
hardcover volume exposing the idiosyncratic wit
and dysfunctional dynamism of Netflix's family
of superheroic savants.
Gotham Academy: Second Semester Vol. 1 Dark
Horse Comics
The New York Times bestselling comics series that
was the inspiration for The Umbrella Academy on
Netflix, now on Season 3! In an inexplicable
worldwide event, forty-three extraordinary children
were spontaneously born by women who'd
previously shown no signs of pregnancy.
Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves adopted
seven of the children; when asked why, his only
explanation was, ''To save the world.'' These
children form a dysfunctional family with bizarre

superpowers. Nearly a decade after their first
mission, the team disbands, but when Hargreeves
unexpectedly dies, the siblings reunite just in time to
save the world once again. This deluxe edition
collects the complete Eisner Award-winning series,
as well as the short stories ''Mon Dieu!'' and ''But
the Past Ain't Through with You." It also includes a
50-page sketchbook section with art by Gerard
Way, Gabriel Bá, James Jean, and designer Tony
Ong. The 216-page oversized hardcover is bound in
leatherette, debossed with an applique of the iconic
umbrella symbol, and features foil stamping and a
satin ribbon bookmark. Also included is a
lithograph featuring a unique new art piece created
by Gabriel Bà exclusively for this deluxe edition!
The lithograph is enclosed in a leatherette portfolio,
debossed with the Umbrella Academy crest. The
book and portfolio are enclosed in a beautiful
slipcase featuring art by Gabriel Bà, finished with
matte lamination and spot gloss UV.
Matt Wagner's Grendel Tales Omnibus Volume 1
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Dark Horse Comics
A New York Times Bestseller! As a part of the
acclaimed DC Comics-The New 52 event of
September 2011, writer and co-creator of the CW
show Supernatural Adam Glass rolls out an all-new
team of death-row super villains recruited by the
government to take on missions so dangerous-
they're sheer suicide! The story begins with the
Suicide Squad defeated, imprisoned and being
interrogated about their newest mission. Harley
Quinn, King Shark, Deadshot and company must
make it out alive without revealing who's pulling
the strings behind their illegal operations. Who will
be the first to crack under the pressure? More
importantly will they make it all out alive? Collects
issues #1-7.
Suicide Squad Vol. 3: Death is for Suckers
"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Batman is confronted with a hidden face from
the past � it�s the return of the vigilante Red

Hood who appears to be Batman�s one-time
partner Jason Todd, the same Jason Todd that
died many years ago. But the Red Hood�s
violent ways pit him against the Dark Knight in
his hunt for the very person responsible for his
death: The Joker. This volume collects
BATMAN #635-641, #645-50 and BATMAN
ANNUAL #25.
Watchmen Companion DC
A dysfunctional family of superheroes with bizarre
powers, the seven members of the Umbrella
Academy spent their childhoods fighting evil and
honing their extraordinary gifts under the tutelage
of their guardian and mentor, Dr. Reginald
Hargreeves. Here is one story from their past where
they learned a powerful lesson and fought a
mysterious murderer_ Conceived and written by
Gerard Way (of My Chemical Romance), _The
Umbrella Academy_ features interior art by
Gabriel B�� (_Casanova_) and Dave Stewart
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(_Hellboy_) and covers by multiple Eisner Award-
winning artist James Jean (_Fables_). _The
Umbrella Academy_ debuts with a twelve-page
story set before the start of the ongoing series.
Tales from the Umbrella Academy: You Look Like
Death #2 Dark Horse Comics
From the visionary mind of Matt Wagner, the
world of Grendel returns with two value-priced
omnibus volumes collecting all Grendel Tales
stories! Featuring some of the best writers and
artists in the industry and never-before-collected
material, Grendel Tales Omnibus Volume 1 is sure
to be a hit with longtime fans of this iconic
character or newcomers just discovering Wagner's
strange, dystopian future, where the angry spirit of
Grendel is part of everyone's lives! With over 400
pages of story and art to enjoy and all cover work
reproduced, Dark Horse is proud to present the
Grendel Tales Omnibus collections!
The Making of The Umbrella Academy
Dark Horse Comics

Harley’s back in this new Vol. 1 graphic
novel from DC Rebirth! Her name is Dr.
Harleen Quinzel-better known to her friends
and enemies as Harley Quinn. Her very-
very-ex-boyfriend the Joker may be the
Clown Prince of Crime, but Harley’s the
Queen of Coney Island! So when the
zombie apocalypse threatens her li’l
seaside stretch of paradise, who else would
ya call to give the undead a blow to the
head? In these platitudinous pages, the
baddest bad girl in the entire DC Universe
joins forces with everyone from her gal pal
Poison Ivy to the New York City punk scene
to take down anyone who stands between
her and a good time-living, dead or undead.
Fists will fly, hammers will fall, dudes will be
brutalized and the ladies will rule the night!
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The acclaimed writing team of Amanda
Conner and Jimmy Palmiotti joins forces
with artists John Timms and Chad Hardin
and draft a new beginning for DC’s
craziest anti-hero in HARLEY QUINN
VOL. 1: DIE LAUGHING-exploding from
the blockbuster DC Rebirth event! Collects
HARLEY QUINN #1-7.
Harley Quinn Vol. 1: Die Laughing Dark
Horse Comics (Single Issues)
The New York Times bestselling comics series
that was the inspiration for The Umbrella
Academy on Netflix, now on Season 3! This
deluxe edition hardcover collects the complete
second series, Dallas, with an expanded
36-page sketchbook. The hardcover book
comes in an illustrated slipcase featuring art by
Gabriel Bá; also included is a portfolio
containing a new unique print from the artist.

The Umbrella Academy is despondent following
the near apocalypse created by one of their own
and the death of their beloved mentor Pogo.
Trouble is—each of them is distracted by their
own problems. The White Violin is bedridden.
Rumor has lost her voice—the source of her
power. Spaceboy has eaten himself into a near-
catatonic state, while Number Five dives into
some shady dealings at the dog track, and The
Kraken starts looking at his littlest brother as the
key to unraveling a mysterious series of
massacres . . . all leading to a blood-drenched
face-off with maniacal assassins, and a plot to
kill JFK!
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